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find great deals! Video A Follow. "If you don't have our best interests at heart and you don't care about our jobs, I don't know what to tell you," said Ronn Miller, a millwright at the Knoch Mill in Yardley, Pa. "I hope you're happy," Miller said of being at a mill that he has worked at since 1965, "because

this is not what the U.S. needs." "Somebody got to pay," said John Konigsberg, a millwright at the Burdette Mill in Canonsburg. "Nobody else is going to come in and take care of the folks." The strike is the first time the workers have walked off in the 61 years since most of the nation's textile mills were
nationalized by the New Deal. Some workers, fearful for their jobs, are wondering whether they should strike. Unions think the members who will stay won't be paid and those who are replaced will be paid as much as the strikers. The strike is against the Textile, Garment and Defense District, a

partnership that includes the Philadelphia Textile Center and three mills. The agreement allows the workers to take part in negotiations, but the owners have the final word. "There's no other alternative to this," said John Duda, a spokesman for the Textile, Garment and Defense District. "It's the only
way this can happen." But the strikers are not satisfied. They question whether the owners could legally close the textiles in the event of a strike and whether the contractors who work for the mill would replace them. "I'm not going to take anything," said Ned Felderman, a millwright at the Canonsburg

Mill. "I'm not going to jump through their hoops. They make the rules." There's an understanding that the mill owners don't want the strike, so they have agreed to pay the mill workers until the end of the year. "Textile is not a manufacturing business," said John Hazzie 6d1f23a050
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